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everard
I start counting

United Kingdom
4 Posts

Posted - 28/11/2009 :  21:04:15  

Has anyone (especialy those who knew Dusty) ever tryed to contact Tom
Springfield? I realise,and respect, the fact he seems to have chosen a quiet
life. But what a mine of information he could be.

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 28/11/2009 :  21:26:28    

He would be indeed. Oh! ... We can but dream.

Cor xx

Mark
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
5309 Posts

Posted - 28/11/2009 :  22:16:39  

My instinct tells me just Simon Bell and maybe Madeline keep in touch with
Tom, Tom probably finds it too upsetting to talk about his sister which is
perfectly understandable and just wants to be left with his memories, if he
agreed to one interview there would be demands for more and deeper and
deeper the 'questions' would probe and it would be too much, hence the
justifiable silence.......

Mark

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 05/12/2009 :  15:47:54  

I wonder would Tom do an interview about his own career?
Perhaps he just doesn't want people questioning him about Dusty.

Even without his Dusty connection though he was very successful in the
60s writing huge hits for The Seekers and others.

Interesting that when the Springfields split he moved into 'behind the
scenes' writing and producing but then released two solo albums under his
own name in 1968/69.

I wonder was it dis-satisfaction with these that led to his apparent
retirement shortly after?

Corinna Posted - 05/12/2009 :  21:09:42
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Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted  05/12/2009 :  21:09:42

Tom Springfield is indeed an intriguing person. I wonder what he has been
living off all these years, for example. Surely he can't make a living on
royalties alone??

Cor xx

bobbie
I start counting

USA
75 Posts

Posted - 16/12/2009 :  16:46:41    

Word has it he receives a lot from Dusty's estate.

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 16/12/2009 :  16:58:26    

Wish Dusty could have benefitted from it when she was still alive!

But still, what did he live off during the 80s and 90s? I don't mean to
suggest anything, I just wonder.

Cor xx

jeffery
I start counting

USA
29 Posts

Posted - 16/12/2009 :  18:35:04  

 I don't think Tom holds half the secrets as does Einstein. If I could

interview anyone it would be Einstein (her teddy bear), but I respect his
privacy to much to disturb him!  Jeffery
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